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ABSTRACT 
Audio podcasts have been widely used for more than a decade 
where millions of people listen to digital content on mobile 
devices. Despite a large amount of research on podcasts, there 
have not been any studies that explore the detailed listening 
practices of frequent podcast users, in particular, with a focus on 
understanding how podcasts support alone time. We conducted an 
interview study to understand and learn from such practices. Our 
results point to the characteristics of podcast technology that made 
it suitable for supporting people’s ability to be alone yet still feel 
like they were connected to others. This included being able to 
multitask while listening to a podcast, escape from times of 
boredom, and even have experiential moments of self-reflection. 
These behaviors were supported by the flexibility of podcasts as a 
storytelling medium, a feeling of intimacy and connection with 
the podcast host, and podcasts’ ability to make people feel like 
they are part of a conversation even when alone. We explore how 
these features suggest direction for technologies that can support 
alone time. 

Keywords: Podcasts, asynchronous media consumption, 
reflection, solitude. 

Index Terms:	 H5.3. Information interfaces and presentation: 
Group and Organization Interfaces – Asynchronous interaction. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Audio podcasts consist of a digital audio file that can be 
downloaded on desktop or mobile devices such as smartphones 
and tablets. Users can also stream them online. Podcasting has 
been around for more than 10 years and has grown to be used for 
many purposes ranging from commercial use to education [2,31]. 
Over the past two years, podcast listening has grown significantly 
due to the continued proliferation of mobile devices [5,10].  

There is a rich history of research on audio podcasts, given their 
relative success. For example, studies have looked at the 
characteristics of podcast services [14], their influences on 
subjects such as education [20], and measuring the correlation 
between podcast listeners and their online shopping habits [11]. 
Annual surveys by the Edison research group provide quantitative 
data on podcast listening, such as how many people listen and 
how many use each type of device (e.g., [10]). This is meant to 
provide an overview of listening behaviors. Instead, what we do 
not see are studies of the routines and practices that people have 
created for listening to podcasts as a part of their everyday 
routine. This includes qualitative explorations of the ways that the 
flexibility, mobility, and passive nature of podcasts—their ability 
to be listened to nearly anywhere without requiring interaction—
affect listening behaviors. As such, the goal of our research was to 
explore people’s routines around listening to podcasts, including: 
when and where they listened; who they listened with, if anybody; 
what activities they did while listening; and, how they shared 
knowledge from podcasts with other people, if at all. While some 
people may refer to particular video stories posted on online sites 
(e.g., YouTube, Netflix) as video podcasts, our focus is on the  
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more traditional form of podcast that comes in an audio format 

without accompanying video. 
Our results uncovered the role that audio podcasts played in 

supporting people during moments when they were alone and 
could disengage from the world around them, yet still feel like 
they were connected, somewhat intimately, to a podcast host.  In 
this way, listeners felt like they were part of an ongoing 
conversation or story that was unfolding, sometimes just for them. 
Our paper unpacks these experiences to draw out lessons for the 
design of technology that can allow people to, like audio podcasts, 
disconnect from the world around them and gain moments of 
solitude, while still feeling connected and not alone.  Thus, while 
we study podcast listening practices, our design lessons are not 
focused on the design of podcasts or systems to support them. 
Instead, we use podcasts as a lens to understand how we might 
design for other types of asynchronous media consumption as 
well as technologies focused on supporting alone time and 
disconnection. 

In our discussion, we shed light on new design paths to explore 
where the structure of podcasts suggests directions for designing 
slow technologies, designs that purposefully cause people to slow 
down, reflect, and reconsider everyday moments and things 
[16,18,19,26]. Mainstream technology usage typically focuses on 
feelings of continuous connection and consume attention (e.g., 
being ‘always on’ Facebook and other social media tools) [17]. 
There also exist new technologies focused around exploring 
people’s ability to disconnect and ‘turn off’ technology such as 
email and social media for portions of the time [6,24,32]. Our 
results and lessons point to a type of technology design 
somewhere in the middle where people are connected but not. 
Here we explore the ideas of designing for flexibility so that 
content can be consumed almost anytime, anywhere and even 
while one is doing other tasks; making it feel as though listeners 
are part of a conversation, even when they are alone; allowing 
people to listen to content that draws their mind away from their 
current task; and, designing in a manner that allows one to 
connect in a somewhat intimate way with another individual, the 
host or narrator of content. These ideas have not generally been 
thought about when thinking about the design of slow 
technologies or those aimed at disconnecting. We build on this 
idea to explore the possible rethinking of how families and friends 
might share information with each other over distance focused 
around more purposeful, reflective sharing and connection. 

2 RELATED WORK 

2.1 Podcasts 
Podcasts have been around for more than a decade and are used 
for a range of purposes from commercial ventures to education 
[2,33]. Podcast topics vary from news items, to self-help, to 
fictional stories where podcasts featured on ‘popular lists’ in app 
stores are more likely to be played and subscribed to [14]. 
Telephone surveys have revealed the demographic details of 
podcast listeners and shown that people listen to podcasts at home 
(51%), while commuting (25%), and at work (14%) [10]. On 
average, respondents listened to podcasts for 5 hours per week. 
While the sample size from these surveys is high (e.g., more than 

 



 

a thousand people), they do not provide a detailed understanding 
of the listening behaviors of podcast users, and results are mainly 
meant for marketing purposes.  

Podcasts have, however, been extensively studied for their role 
in education. A comprehensive overview can be found in work by 
Hew [20]. In summary, we see that in educational contexts, 
podcasts are beneficial as they allow instructors to easily create 
content that can be shared with students [12,20,25]. For example, 
researchers have demonstrated the benefit of podcasts for teaching 
second languages [1-3] and computer programming [33]. Yet the 
challenge is that podcasts are not always easy for people to use as 
some do not understand the software needed to play them or 
where to go to find podcasts to listen to [20]. 

Despite this large amount of research on podcasts, there have 
not been any studies that explore the detailed listening practices of 
frequent podcast users, in particular, with a focus on 
understanding how podcasts support alone time. Our research 
focuses on these aspects to draw out lessons for the design of 
asynchronous media-sharing systems with a focus on feeling 
connected while alone through storytelling.  

2.2 Slow Technology 
Slow technologies are designs focused on creating more 
meaningful connections between people and technology 
[16,26,28]. One aspect of the design agenda for such technology 
is to be used for solitary moments and mental rest for individuals 
[27]. In other words, slow technology has the potential to create 
quality alone time. This is done by designing for ‘slowness’ where 
it takes time for users to understand how a technology works and 
why it works in that way [16,26,28]. For example, the PhotoBox 
[26] included a physical box that randomly printed photos each 
month to connect users with their past. Users took time to 
understand and think about how the PhotoBox was working and 
what its printed photos meant to them. GoSlow [9] was a system 
designed to decrease stress for users by reminding them to reflect 
on themselves. The design is purposefully minimalistic and allows 
users to connect with themselves to reflect on their solitude as a 
mean to relieve stress. PostULater [18,19] targeted the way people 
connect over time. The system allowed people to send digital 
photos to family and friends where delivery would happen at a 
specified future data. Fieldwork showed that such systems are 
useful for sending reminders, sharing personal memories, and 
reflection where users continually reflected on the idea of 
themselves and media recipients in the future.  

Together, research on slow technology has shown the value that 
can come from slow interactions with technology over time and in 
solitude. These designs focus on slow reveal of information to 
users such that people can connect in more meaningful ways with 
information. Podcasts, by its current definition, is not considered a 
slow technology but our results on podcast use during moments of 
solitude build on these ideas by pointing to the value in flexible 
and purposeful interactions with audio content. 

2.3 Disconnecting and Solitary Moments 
Research has also explored how people can limit their time using 
technology and being connected with others [6,7]. Many people in 
Western society struggle with feelings of over-connection and a 
loss of freedom over how they use their time [15,17,31]. This is 
exacerbated by increasing feelings of the need to ‘do more’ with 
our time [23]. As a result, researchers have started to think about 
technologies that allow people to disengage [29,35]. Studies have 
shown that even in cases where technologies are designed to 
purposefully disconnect people, it can be challenging to do so. For 
example, Schoenebeck [32] studied people who tried to give up 
Twitter usage for Lent and found that it was hard for many people 

to do so. Mark et al. [24] studied information workers who tried to 
purposefully not use email for several workdays.   

The HCI literature on designing for solitary moments has 
similarly gained attention [13,28]. This work shows a strong tie to 
research on slow technology when it comes the importance of 
solitude [9,16,27]. Several works argue that having access to large 
amounts of information continuously does not allow individuals to 
gain ‘peace of mind’ which will affect the connection that people 
have with their inner self [6,13,28]. Fullerton [13] compares it to 
when we connect to ourselves through the solitary act of reading a 
book. He encourages future designs to allow users to choose a 
time to not be distracted and feel completely focused on doing one 
task [13]. This is similar to several works encouraging less 
distracted uses of social media [7] or less usage of mobile phones 
in general [4,21,28]. A study of mobile music listening shows that 
people enjoy solitary moments while commuting and in domestic 
space where they listen to music [8]. 

As we can see, researchers are now exploring designs that are 
able to create a relaxing atmosphere where users can be connected 
to themselves for moments of reflection. We explore how 
podcasts fulfill the need that some people have for disconnecting 
from others around them and focusing on acts of solitude, while 
still feeling like they are connected with a host and podcast 
content.  

3 STUDY METHODOLOGY 
The goal of our study was to explore when and where people 
listened to podcasts; who they listened to them with, if anybody; 
why they listened to particular podcasts; what activities they did 
while listening; and, if and how they shared podcasts and the 
knowledge received from them with others. By addressing these 
points, we reveal the ways in which podcasts support 
disconnection and alone time. 

3.1 Recruitment and Participants 
We recruited participants who were current podcast listeners 
(listening at least once a month) using snowballing sampling, 
emails, flyers, and social media platforms such as Facebook and 
Instagram. We selected 18 participants (6 male, 12 female, 
age=23-55, average@32), all with experience with post-secondary 
education from different work backgrounds (e.g., acupuncturist, 
pharmacist, students, software engineers, and web designers) in 
order to get a diverse sample. 16 participants listened to podcasts 
weekly and 2 listened to podcasts biweekly while doing chores or 
on road trips. 12 of our weekly listeners listened to podcasts for at 
least 2.5 hours per week and 4 of them listened between 15 and 21 
hours. 15 of 18 participants lived in a major metropolitan city in 
North America, while 3 of 18 lived in two different large cities. 16 
of our participants listened to only audio podcasts and 2 used both 
video and audio podcasts (they considered certain YouTube and 
Netflix videos to be visual podcasts).  Despite the use of video 
podcasts by some users, our results focus on audio podcast 
listening behaviors and routines. 

3.2 Semi-Structured Interview Method 
We conducted semi-structured interviews with participants lasting 
between 40 and 60 minutes. 15 of 18 interviews were conducted 
in person and three were done over Skype due to participants’ 
location. Interview questions focused on five main topics: 1) 
podcast types (what participants listened to and why); 2) timing, 
location and routines of listening; 3) the factors that made 
participants like certain podcasts more than others; 4) the 
challenges faced when trying to listen to podcasts and any 
workarounds they used; and, 5) sharing patterns (how they learned 
about what podcasts to listen to and how they shared podcasts 



 

with others, if at all).  For example, we asked them questions such 
as, “Can you tell me what kinds of podcasts you listen to? What 
are the names of them?”, “Where are you when you listen to 
podcasts? Why?, “How do you find out about podcasts to listen 
to?”, and “Do you ever tell other people about the podcasts you 
listen to or information in them? If so, how?” To ground our 
interviews in actual practices, we had participants tell us about 
specific points in time that were memorable to them when 
listening to podcasts. Some participants showed us their podcast 
application and their subscribed podcasts. 

3.3 Data Collection and Analysis 
Interviews were audio recorded and notes were taken during the 
sessions. We then transcribed the interviews. Next we conducted 
an open coding data analysis process where we generated codes 
from scratch and not a priori. We labeled findings according to 
themes about listening and sharing behaviors. This included codes 
around the specific places people listened to podcasts, their 
associated activities, and thoughts about what made a podcast 
favorable to listen to. Axial coding was used to group the key 
findings from these codes into main themes such as multi-tasking, 
locations, timing, sharing habits, and topics. Next the researchers 
discussed the themes as a group and selected what we thought 
were the most pertinent findings. These are reported in the results 
sections. Participant quotes are reported with a P# to maintain 
anonymity. 

In the next section we describe the main themes from our 
analysis where we outline people’s feelings about using podcasts 
to support alone time, the activities that people did while listening 
to podcasts, how location and time affected listening, and the 
desirable characteristics of podcasts. Throughout these findings, 
we explore the characteristics of podcasts that emerge as being 
helpful for making podcasts a successful method for supporting 
solitary moments. 

4 PODCAST LISTENING AS A SOLITARY PRACTICE 
Participants listened to a range of different podcast types, 
including storytelling podcasts about history, life, science and 
literature. Some people listened to podcasts about the news or 
politics. Other types of podcasts were targeted around special 
interests of the participants such as video games, meditation, or 
self-motivation. Podcasts were selected and found based on web 
or app searches, as well as word of mouth recommendations from 
friends or family.  

Across these behaviors, one of the strongest themes that 
emerged in our results was the idea that podcast listening was a 
very personal and solitary activity similar to listening to music 
with MP3 players while people are in public spaces [8]. All of our 
participants said that they listened to podcasts alone the majority 
of the time. Podcasts were seen as an individual activity despite 
that, many times, podcasts were listened to with others around (we 
describe this in more detail later). Participants really liked this 
attribute about podcasts and enjoyed their time listening on their 
own. For example, P13 told us that listening to podcasts was “me 
time,” indicating that it was valuable time dedicated to her.   

The idea that podcast listening was a solitary activity was even 
so important for some participants that they strongly opposed the 
alternative, listening to podcasts with others. For example, P6 was 
disturbed by the idea of sharing the experience with a friend since 
she felt her bond the podcast was personal and special. 

 
“There is something about that intimacy and that specialness of 
the relationship that I guess I feel I have with these podcasts that I 
almost don’t want to bring someone else into it. Like sometimes I 
am definitelyeager to share the information I got from the podcast 

with my friends or my roommate for example…like sometimes you 
know, will be chatting and mention something I heard from 
podcast but I don’t think I ever or probably would never just be 
like ‘hey I am listening to this podcast would you like to hear 
also?’, no! It’s my special time."-P6 

 
Similarly, P15 told us that listening to podcasts was a solitary 
experience for him as it helped him relax. Four participants even 
kept what they listened to secret. For example, some podcasts 
were about subjects that participants did not want to talk to their 
friends about either because of embarrassment or a lack of 
wanting their friends to know what they were interested in 
hearing. One participant liked to listen to a topic that was 
considered taboo in his culture. The show was hosted by two 
young men and one woman who talked about ‘hot topics’ of 
everyday life, much the same way a group of very close friends 
would hang around and talk about life. Topics were sometimes 
quite intimate, including the psychology behind homosexuality 
and sexual problems in general. These were typically not talked 
about as part of his culture.  

Only in rare cases did some participants listen to podcasts with 
others. For example, P1 shared her podcast listening with her 5-
year-old son while commuting. This sometimes included listening 
to meditation podcasts with him so that he would calm down. P11 
told us about her boyfriend’s habit of listening to a song before 
bed, which irritated her. He changed his habit to something more 
enjoyable for her as well, which was listening to a podcast. 

In the following subsections, we describe a series of ways that 
podcasts were used as a part of people’s alone time.  This 
categorization emerged out of our data analysis. 

4.1 Escaping the Mundane 
First, our participants used podcasts as a way to ‘escape’ what was 
seen as being mundane, similar to how music players have been 
shown to ‘fill in the air and space’ while doing tasks such as 
commuting [8]. By escape, we refer to a mechanism to make 
somewhat simple everyday tasks more interesting. By doing so, 
participants were able to simultaneously perform an activity, 
while also engaging their minds in other topics of interest. This 
included the completion of activities that were not necessarily 
appealing. For example, ten participants regularly listened to 
podcasts while commuting to and from work. Listening to 
podcasts while cleaning or cooking was also popular.  
 
“I listen to them on my drive to and from work and I need 
something to occupy my time because the drive is so boring 
because it’s the same every day.” -P5 

 
These activities were solitary in nature and did not typically 
involve others. Podcasts helped keep our participants’ minds busy 
during these times since they did not need to interact with others. 
Such multitasking was possible for audio podcasts since they 
could be listened to rather than having to watch a screen. Some 
could also be listened to in somewhat of a passive manner.  

4.2 Reconnecting with Oneself 
Second, participants used podcasts to create a deeper, more 
experiential connection to themselves and an activity that they 
were engaging in. For example, P11 liked to garden and listened 
to podcasts while gardening. Gardening was an activity that she 
preferred to do alone as it allowed her to reconnect with nature. 
She sometimes forgot about the hours passing by while she was in 
her garden listening. She found the process of listening to 
podcasts relaxing and comforting. 
 



 

“I worked on my garden this summer and I just totally got carried 
away while listening to podcasts for hours weeding the garden 
and I saw it’s getting dark.” -P11 

 
Three participants listened to podcasts while performing crafts or 
other creative processes as a form of inspiration. Again, such acts 
were seen as being solitary in nature. For example, P6 loved to 
paint in her free time and alone so she could focus. Since this was 
a creative process she tended to listen to podcasts that were 
thematic to what she was doing. One of the reasons P6 liked 
listening to podcasts more than music during these tasks was that 
she liked information and stories. Once she was drawing a Middle 
Eastern scene and tried to listen to a podcast that was about 
mythical stories of the Middle East. She believed that the podcast 
helped her to imagine the atmosphere in a way that helped her 
creative process. P6 also liked to listen to video game podcasts 
while she prepared slides for a class she taught. 

4.3 Physical Activities  
Nine participants listened to podcasts while performing physical 
activities. Here they were able to engage in a physical activity on 
their own, without others to interact with, while the podcast 
allowed them to mentally engage in content beyond just their 
physical activity. For example, P6 enjoyed nearly an hour of 
walking time every day before going to work. Her route consisted 
of an urban location and a short walk in the forest. While she 
walked in the forest area she enjoyed listening to the sounds of 
nature around her and did not need to listen to anything while she 
was walking there. Yet when she walked alone in urban areas she 
listened to informative podcasts to stimulate her mind. This, 
again, contrasts the way one might listen to music in a somewhat 
passive manner.  For P6, it was important to have a story or 
information being shared with her.  Thus, there was more of a 
point to listening. Similarly, P4 listened to podcasts while she 
walked her dog alone, which she said usually took a long time. 
Podcast listening was a motivator to continue walking in her case. 
Again, the importance lay in hearing an interesting story about a 
particular topic.  
 
“I listen most commonly when I am walking my dog because he is 
very slow and it’s quite boring… It’s something that makes it less 
of a chore because I get to listen to a story.” - P4 

 
When P11 was going to the gym frequently, she listened to 
podcasts when she was working out. She preferred to listen to 
podcasts that empowered her to push for the most out of her 
physical abilities and feel more confident. These involved stories 
where she felt the content within them could influence her 
physical performance. Thus, she used the podcasts as a form of 
personal motivator, somewhat akin to having a personal trainer 
encourage her to keep working, yet she could now do the activity 
on her own. 

 
“When I used to go to the gym every day I would listen to 
podcasts or TV shows ... I imagine myself that I tried to pick more 
success stories to give me energy rather than something mellow.” 
–P11 

4.4 Relaxing and Reducing Stress in Alone Time 
Podcasts provided a release for some participants from their 
stressful daily routines. P15 told us that his job was too stressful 
and that he usually used podcasts as a way to relax and release his 
thoughts from everyday complaints, which he needed to take care 
of at his work.  He started to listen as soon as he arrived home 
from work. Again, this behavior was solitary. 

 
“Most of the time my job is just too stressful. You are listening to 
people all the time, all the problems they have with the motors 
and everything else, yeah so I just want to have a relax time that 
is releasing.” –P15 

 
As a masseuse and acupuncturist, P1 felt she was required to be 
energetic all the time and to have a positive feeling towards 
clients. For this reason, while she rested between clients, she 
listened to meditative and spiritual podcasts such as Deepak 
Chopra’s podcasts. P1 even wanted to listen to them more, such as 
while working with clients, but her work place regulations did not 
allow her to do so.  

 
“For meditation I’m doing it several times a day! Sometimes I 
need it! I need to get relaxed and get energy. Because of my work 
I have to keep my energy always positive and boost up. I cannot 
drain my energy because I am working in the aura of people -
people’s energy field -so I need to revive it every couple of 
hours.” –P1  

 
Listening to podcasts also helped some participants ‘collect their 
thoughts’ and mentally get ready for falling asleep. For example, 
P3 liked hearing stories that she could then think about while 
falling asleep. 

4.5 Filling Time and Spontaneous Listening 
Some of our participants experienced situations where they had to 
come up with something to do because they had time on their 
hands. In these situations, they were alone and podcasts were 
spontaneously thought of as a way to help fill the void in time 
similar to how music has been shown to fill in time [8]. Thus, they 
tried to make the ‘best’ of their situation. For example, P5 told us 
about a time that he needed to be at a football field for his child’s 
practice. He felt he did not need to watch his child constantly so 
he decided to listen to podcasts. This was possible since he was 
not actively engaging with other parents around him and it was 
easy to watch the practice while doing something else. Thus, even 
though he was present with other people at the practice, his 
watching of the football practice was somewhat solitary. 
 
“Anytime there’s kind of nothing else happening. Which I think is 
actually kind of critical that there’s nothing else better going on 
that I can do. It’s like supplements an activity, it’s never an 
activity on its own for me.”  –P5 

 
P12 told us about a memorable time where she was stuck in a 
hotel room and did not have Internet or any other means to 
entertain herself. She suddenly remembered that she had several 
podcast episodes on her phone that she could listen to offline. 
Listening to the podcast episodes helped to fill her alone time.  

 
“Once I was in a hotel in London and my phone didn’t have 
Internet… I had 3,4 hours until my sleep time, suddenly I 
remembered I have my podcasts and I can listen to them without 
the internet. I remember I enjoyed listening to them so much.”-
P12 

5 TIMING, LOCATIONS, AND THEIR CHALLENGES 
Participants felt that audio podcasts were easy to listen to because 
they could access them on their phone or computer while either 
online or offline. In other words, they could access them almost 
everywhere and at any time. As a result, participants said they 
listened to podcasts in different places such as at home, while 
riding public transit, and also while in their vehicles. Yet locations 



 

did not dictate what kind of podcasts people listened to. The 
selection of a podcast was far more related to the task that they 
were doing in addition to listening to the podcast.  
 
“I guess when I am home I am listening to the science podcast 
most but when I am on the road I would listen to the literature. 
When I am on the road I want to be relax and not to think about 
anything else. That’s the only reason I can think of but it’s not 
something conscious.” –P3 
 
Participants told us that some locations were more challenging to 
listen to podcasts in. Loud sounds, such as that found on public 
transit with railroads and noise at a gym, made podcast listening 
more difficult. P11 was so dedicated to her podcasts that she 
bought a new pair of noise cancelling headphones to listen to her 
podcasts on what she considered to be a noisy train.  

Some participants felt that time dictated when they listened to 
podcasts. Here they mentally associated particular times of the 
day with connecting with the larger world and events unfolding in 
it. For example, when P6 was a child, she loved bedtime stories. 
She also remembered how her father listened to the news in the 
evenings in her early ages. As a consequence, she felt that she 
now finds podcasts about news comforting to listen to in the 
evening since subconsciously it reminds her of her childhood and 
her father.  

 
“I do enjoy sometimes listening to the news in the evening. I find 
it comforting somehow maybe it’s because when I was a kid and 
my dad used to listen to the news at the evening.” –P6 
 
P6 also talked about how she liked to listen to podcasts about 
elections in the morning because she felt she was most alert in the 
mornings. On the other hand, P10 liked to hear the news in the 
afternoon because she believed the news was full of tragic stories 
and she would rather listen to it in the afternoon so it would not 
ruin her day. P15 talked about his habit of listening to podcasts 
whenever he wanted to be relaxed, which was often at night after 
work.   

 
“It’s the time when I can relax. Meanwhile I am playing or taking 
a shower or going to sleep I can listen to something fun and it 
helps me imagine.” –P15 
 
In contrast, some participants did not feel that timing played a 
large role in determining when they listened to podcasts.  Instead, 
listening was tied more strongly to their current activity, which 
might vary from day to day. 
 
“My listening isn’t that regular. It’s just what I’m doing, rather 
than time of day. So if we’re driving somewhere in the morning, 
I’ll listen to it in the morning. If we’re driving somewhere at 
night, I’ll put it on at night.” –P18 

6 DESIRABLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Our analysis revealed several characteristics that attracted people 
to particular podcasts. While our participants’ routines showed 
that they were largely listening to podcasts on their own, in 
solitary, they selected podcasts to listen to that allowed them to 
feel connected to the podcast’s host and its content. Thus, while 
disconnected from others and exploring solitary time, they wanted 
to feel mentally connected with someone else. 

6.1 Being Part of a Virtual Conversation 
First, participants especially enjoyed podcasts that made them feel 
the social effect of ‘being part of a conversation.’ That is, they 
preferred podcasts where it felt as though the podcast hosts were 
having a friendly conversation with them, the listener. Some said 
it was like having a friend or group of friends that they could 
listen to. This created a sense of attachment and belonging. 
 
“It’s kind of listening to a conversation which is relaxing, as more 
people it will feel more like a conversation that you are listening 
to.” –P4 
 
In some cases listening to podcasts helped our participants avoid 
the feeling of being lonely, even though they were still listening 
on their own. For them it was similar to being part of a peer group 
without actually being in one.  
 
“There’s a podcast I listen to that’s just people basically just 
talking about video games. I think I’m sort of struck sometimes by 
how their conversations that they have are very similar to the 
conversations that just my friends have…Listening to their 
conversations I can kind of feel like I’m part of the sort of social 
group in a way.” -P6 

6.2 The Influence of Hosts 
We asked our participants whether the host of a podcast affected 
what podcasts they chose to listen to and follow. For most of our 
participants, the character of the host played an important role 
along with his or her voice. Participants said that being able to 
mentally and emotionally ‘connect’ with a host was critical. 
Sometimes this happened very quickly, but other times it took 
listening to a few episodes. These feelings extended, in many 
cases, to feeling like one was a friend of the host. At times, 
participants even missed a host if the person was gone for a period 
of time. For example, P6 missed the host of her podcast when he 
was on vacation for a couple of weeks. P14 felt a strong sense of 
connection with the hosts of a show who talked about everyday 
life matters.  
 
“I also listen to ‘stuff mom never told you’ [name of the 
podcast].  Because it’s two ladies who host it and it’s just like 
having your friends talk to you and they are really funny and they 
talk about female issues.” -P4 
 
For some of our participants the relationship moved beyond ‘just a 
voice you like to hear’ to a trusted relationship and a degree of 
intimacy with the host. For example, P6 told us that she 
considered the recommendations of podcast hosts more often than 
recommendations from her friends. This reflects the depth of the 
bond that many participants felt with the hosts of the podcasts 
they listened to. 
 
"It’s kind of funny! Like I sort of trust the recommendation of the 
podcasts that I listen to but not my friends…Hearing news that I 
think it might disturb me from a voice that I trust is important…. I 
blocked my Facebook feed because I felt like I was way too 
anxious … getting news from CBC is better because it’s more like 
this is kind of trusted voice. In particularly hosts that are talking 
about issues that could disturb me a lot, I have a pretty strong 
sense of attachment to them I think because I associate with them 
like a secure person."- P6  
 
For most of our participants, listening to a podcast was not just 
about ‘listening to a podcast.’ Instead, it also involved trying to 
uncover and imagine if and how the host’s character was or was 
not based on his/her own voice and opinions. That is, participants 



 

wanted to understand the authenticity of the person they were 
listening to and whether it reflected the host in ‘real life.’ This 
desire to know was strongest for podcasts where our participants 
felt they had created an intimate connection with the host and 
considered them as their friends. For example, P15 said that 
because he only heard the host’s voice, his imagination was open 
to think about who the host was and what kind of person this 
entailed. Like a book, his imagination could fill in the details 
beyond the voice.  

 
“[The voice] it’s really important, because it makes everything, it 
makes the mentally image you have of them at the end so if they 
are happy it sounds, you can hear it in their voices the attitude 
they have toward the subject… so at the end it gives you whether 
you are going to listen to it more or not.” –P15 
 
Sometimes it was not possible to establish a level of closeness 
with a podcast host. This depended on the host and the subject 
matter. For example, P2 only listened to journalistic pieces and he 
did not feel any kind of connection with the hosts of the program 
he listened to.  

 
“I don’t think there is an emotional connection… well I guess 
when there is a personal story related to a specific person yeah... 
[Podcast name], it’s a very detached journalism … the host 
doesn’t matter.” -P2 

6.3 Content and Expertise 
The content of a podcast was also an important factor that 
determined how much participants liked it and whether they 
would continue listening. This related to the specific topic, but 
also the level of content that was shared in the podcast.  
Participants were looking for information that was unique and 
they wanted it to be shared by a host who could be considered an 
expert on the topic area. For example, P2 felt that if the 
information in a podcast could be reachable through an online 
search, then he was not interested in it. 
 
“If I was interested in knowing how things work, it’s much faster 
to go to Wikipedia. Whereas a story about a country selling its 
drinking water, I don’t know where else I can get this information. 
Maybe a magazine like Economist or something like that.” -P2 

 
P11 tried to listen to a podcast that explained the different 
functionalities of devices. Yet she stopped listening to it once she 
realized that the host did not have any depth knowledge about the 
subject. She said she was not looking for ‘an online search result’ 
to be talked about in an ‘hour long podcast’. 

We asked participants whether they would revisit podcasts in 
similar way to how one might reread a good book or watch a 
favorite movie again. Music and spiritual podcasts were listened 
to many times by our participants. Participants also talked about 
re-listening to podcasts that contained ‘laid back’ conversations 
between hosts, which were filled with funny moments. 

 
“The ‘Acquisition Corporates [name of the podcast] episodes I 
have listen to them more than just once because they are very 
funny.”- P15 
 
Podcasts that had a lot of detailed information were listened to 
multiple times. This allowed the content to ‘sink in’ and was the 
case for two of our participants regarding a crime solving podcast 
series named Serial.  This is similar to how one might listen to the 
same song multiple times while listening to music, yet the 
behavior was different in that people were trying to acquire 
specific details from the podcast so they could think more deeply 

about it.  This also made podcasts different from radio talk shows 
that might be hard to replay since sometimes they were only heard 
at certain times and not recorded. 

 
“Yeah so I guess with that [Serial Podcast] I played it over a little 
bit just because they are throwing lots of information…” –P2 

7 DISCUSSION 
Our study of podcasts describes the ways in which people listen to 
podcasts and highlights some of the key characteristics of 
podcasts that have likely led to their relative success and their 
usage during people’s alone time. In the following sections we 
summarize our findings and draw out design implications for 
technology that might similarly be used by people as a part of 
‘alone time’ where they are able to reconnect with themselves, fill 
time, or engage in multitasking without directly connecting with 
others. Overall, we found podcasts to be an interesting medium 
for supporting such activities. We explore what we feel are 
interesting and important design directions for considering and 
supporting ‘alone time,’ which are found in the way podcasts are 
designed and presented to users. 

7.1 Flexibility 
First, our work points to the value in supporting alone time 
through designs that are highly flexible in terms of how they can 
be used.  This speaks to the need for designs to offer features that 
support the private review of content, access to content anytime 
and anywhere, and the ability to review content while doing other 
activities. Podcasts present one way in which this might be done, 
but there are certainly others. Because podcasts are an 
asynchronous medium, our participants could playback pre-
recorded podcast episodes at any time and any place. Ear buds or 
earphones made it easy to listen to content without others hearing 
it. The fact that podcasts came in an audio format meant that 
participants did not have to continually look at a screen. The 
ability to multitask while using podcasts was different than 
current asynchronous media sharing systems, such as social media 
applications (e.g., Facebook, Twitter), as social media tends to 
consume our attention and requires reading [28]. This can be hard 
to do while fully engaging in other activities [28]. Instead, 
podcasts allowed users to listen and reflect on their thoughts while 
keeping busy with other activities. This is similar to how one 
might listen to music while doing activities, however, a large 
difference was the level at which participants could connect [8]. 
Music selection has been shown to be based on a person mood’s 
[8], while in our study, audio podcasts were chosen based on tasks 
and feeling the need to be connected with the content because it 
was part of a story or made participants feel like they were part of 
an ongoing conversation. This may be similar to how one might 
listen to a radio talk show, yet podcasts were available at any 
point in time and could be listened to as desired.  

7.2 Shifting Thoughts to Reflect and Relax 
Second, our results suggest value in designing systems that can 
take people away from their present activity, where they are 
engaged with content that is not a part of their own history or 
collection of information, or that of their social network. This can 
allow them to refocus their mental efforts, reflect, and relax. In 
many cases, our participants were able to use podcasts to shift 
their thinking from their own activities to other thoughts because 
they could engage with content that was about different things 
than the activities they might presently be doing. Moreover, the 
content was typically rich with information because it was story-
based. The shift in mental focus helped create a sense of 
tranquility and comfort amongst our participants, which led to 



 

feelings of relaxation. Other people enjoyed listening to content 
about their current activity when doing it and it created a very 
experiential moment. In this way, there were two ways that 
podcasts could help people create a deep connection that either 
shifted or enhanced their thoughts. 

Currently, most systems that have been designed to support 
solitude and disconnection are focused on task efficiency or 
connecting users with their environment rather than just the user 
and their thoughts [13,21]. Thus, users are meant to focus more on 
their own self and what they are doing. Thinking about social 
media, we tend to see similar things.   

7.3 Intimacy with a Narrator 
Third, our findings suggest that designs that are able to connect 
people with a single person might create a very personal 
connection to support people’s ability to disconnect. Here the 
details of the person can be both partially understood and 
imagined at the same time. We found that listening to podcasts 
was nearly always a solitary activity though it often involved 
feelings of a deep connection with the podcast host. The 
experience was somewhat akin to having someone whispering in 
your ear. Naturally, getting that ‘close’ to someone is quite 
intimate. We found that such a bond created trust between 
listeners and hosts, albeit the connection was one-sided (only the 
listeners felt it). Moreover, listeners were only able to get to know 
the host by the sound of their voice. This limited knowledge gave 
people the opportunity to ‘fill in the details’ and imagine the host 
and his or her character. For these reasons, people liked high 
quality narration and a host with a ‘good’ voice.  

Comparing this attribute to existing technologies supporting 
solitude such as slow technologies (e.g., [16,18,26,28], we see a 
lack of host or narrator.  Instead, content is presented to people 
either in a random way (e.g., [16,18] or the timing of content is 
pre-selected by friends or family (e.g., [26,28]).  The idea that 
content is carefully crafted and narrated is generally non-existent.  
Thus, we feel podcasts present a different direction for technology 

7.4 Being Part of a Conversation 
Fourth, our work suggests that there might be ways to more 
generally design systems to support people’s ability to be alone by 
focusing around the way content is presented. If the content is 
presented so that it unfolds like a conversation, where a person 
could imagine herself as part of this conversation, people may 
enjoy their alone time and not feel lonely when doing so. Podcasts 
tended to take the negativity associated with loneliness away by 
‘including’ listeners in a friendly conversation over topics they 
enjoyed without the pressure to be physically present in a real 
social group. Being part of a conversation as a passive listener 
allowed our participants to enjoy their alone time and bond with 
hosts over the subject matter of the podcast. People react to social 
media content like a conversation through comments, replies, and 
posts. Yet people must actively engage within the conversation for 
it to unfold (though some individuals can still passively watch). 
With podcasts, engagement is not necessary.  People can just 
listen and still feel like they are part of the conversation. On the 
other hand, slow technologies are typically designed to create a 
type of conversation where conversation might come from 
people’s periods of reflection [15].  That is, people might talk 
about their past experiences when engaged with a slow 
technology or they might simply think about them. In this way, 
the conversation is somewhat different than what we see with 
podcasts. One could argue that slow technologies are not 
necessarily designed to present content such that the content itself 
unfolds like a conversation. 

Overall, we can think about ways that our design lessons might 
apply more broadly to technology design beyond just podcasts.  

One possible avenue, for example, is to rethink how family and 
friends might share information with each other over distance 
through technology. Family and friend communication often 
involves synchronous exchanges of information via phone calls or 
video chat where both parties are available at the same time, while 
asynchronous exchanges via social media support short back-and-
forth conversations [19]. In contrast, family communication 
technologies designed more akin to podcasts where people tell 
longer stories for their loved ones, such that they can be played 
back in a flexible way where the listener can feel like he or she is 
a part of a conversation across space and time, may find value in 
helping people connect with each other in a deeper, more 
meaningful way.  Of course, this is speculative, yet it presents 
interesting and possibly fruitful future work. 

7.5 Generalizability 
Our study focuses heavily around the reactions and experiences of 
young to middle-aged North Americans who listen to podcasts on 
a regular basis. This is valuable in that these participants had a 
very nuanced understanding of when and how shared audio might 
be valuable and how it could be best listened to. Yet we do not 
include details on behaviors that might be found with those who 
are new to podcasts or less experienced in listening, or who are 
located in other parts of the world. This might suggest alternative 
design directions. Such users should be included as part of future 
studies and could be compared to our results.  Our work is also 
limited in that we draw out design lessons from podcasts to 
illustrate how other technologies might benefit from similar 
designs and experiences.  While ground in our study data, these 
suggestions are still speculative and meant to offer design 
inspiration rather than clear and concise design directions. Future 
work should explore our design lessons further as a part of design 
processes or empirical evaluations of technologies that might 
similarly focus around supporting people’s alone time. 

8 CONCLUSION 
In this work we focused on people’s behaviors and routines 
around podcast listening, which includes using the technology to 
support alone time and solitary moments. We interviewed 18 
participants and uncovered the ways that users thought about 
podcasts as somewhat intimate connections with a host where 
they valued being able to listen and engage with content while 
doing other activities in their alone time. The manner in which 
podcasts were designed and used by our participants suggests 
value for the design of technologies to support alone time. Here 
we found value in designs that: are flexible to support engagement 
at nearly anytime, anywhere; allow people to shift their thinking 
to topics that are different from their current activity; allow people 
to intimately connect with a narrator or host; and, content to be 
created and presented in such a way that it can allow people to 
feel like they are part of an unfolding conversation or story, even 
while listening passively. Our future work involves using the 
findings of our study to guide the design of systems for alone time 
and connecting people asynchronously.  
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